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Light-N-Carry COB LED Work Light Model LNC1841 
 
Clore Automotive introduces a new 800 Lumen COB LED Work Light, Model No. LNC1841, from  
Light-N-Carry. The LNC1841 is an ideal tool for busy technicians, combining a powerful internal battery, 
steady lumen output, long run times, multiple lighting functions and a dust/water resistant housing. 
 
The LNC1841 is the largest and brightest of our handheld COB LED work lights and is great for the tech 
that needs a light that’s powerful, tough and reliable. Its 800 lumen max output work light function 
provides clean, pleasing illumination for general task lighting and pinpoint precision work. It also features 
a low work light function at 210 lumens for those applications where an 800 lumen output is not 
necessary. Its work light function is powered by advanced COB LED technology for clear, bright viewing, 
elimination of hard edges, and delivery of cool, pleasing light. It also features a 60 lumen SMD focus 
beam function.  
 
The LNC1841 adds numerous features to help technicians be more effective and more efficient in their 
tasks. With a 3.5-hour run time in the high work light setting, the LNC1841 can illuminate a workspace 
even for extended application requirements. Its rugged water-resistant housing provides assured, nonslip 
handling while also providing IP54 protection from dust and water. It features a 180˚ swivel handle with 
multiple magnet mounts as well as dual rear-mounted magnets for ideal placement for most applications. 
It also features fast, convenient recharging and a USB power supply to power small electronic devices 
like phones and tablets.  
 
The LNC1841 includes a wall charger with braided charging cord and a Repair Service Coupon. The 
Repair Service Coupon enables a one-time, fixed fee repair of the unit after the warranty period, 
regardless of the reason for the failure (original coupon required at time of redemption). 
 
Clore Automotive is a leader in the design, development and manufacture of automotive service 
equipment for professionals and consumers, including jump starters, battery chargers, battery testers, 
power inverters and LED lighting solutions. Clore Automotive products can be found in a wide variety  
of outlets servicing professionals and automotive enthusiasts, including auto parts stores, mobile  
tool dealers, industrial MRO distributors, farm and ag outlets and more. More information can  
be found at www.cloreautomotive.com. 
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